TAKE YOUR
HINGEMASTER™
TO THE

EXTREME
FEATURES

A

Fully integrated galvanized head frame
diverts rain water away from the loading
dock area, ensuring a safe work
environment.

B

Foam wiper blade design forms a tight seal
against the top of the trailer, maintaining
constant contact during loading and
unloading.

C

Interchangeable J-Hooks are low profile
and provide a top to bottom seal without
limiting access to the trailer interior,
eliminating the hinge gap on barn style
trailer doors.

D

Durable side frames easily absorb impact
from a misaligned trailer preventing
damage to the frame and are built to last.

E

Top and side curtains are made from
high-tear vinyl, and include fiberglass
supports which complete the seal and
maintain continual pressure against the
trailer at the loading dock.

EXTREME Efficiency

Zero Daylight Application
Maintain a clean, energy-efficient
environment by sealing the hinge gaps in your
facility. The HingeMaster™ Extreme is designed
to create an EXTREME seal around trailer doors
preventing energy loss inside, leaving pests and
debris outside. The J-Hook solution seals off the
gaps creating zero daylight in the building
interior, ensuring conditioned air does not
escape, and exterior temperature does not
infiltrate – an ideal solution for climate-controlled
facilities!

www.bluegiant.com

Customize
your solution!
For facilities that require strict climate control,
cleanliness and security, combine the Blue Giant
Vertical Storing Dock Leveler, the HingeMaster
Extreme™ and the StrongArm™ RVR303 vehicle
restraint.

STRONGARM™ RVR303

The Blue Giant StrongArm™ RVR303 has a
recessed hook design that combines high
levels of safety and performance integrity.

NON-IMPACT OPERATION

•ICC bars are secured via non-impact
engagement, creating less wear and tear on
the restraint components and consequently
lowering maintenance requirements.
•Strong extension spring delivers powerful
upward force, enabling constant contact with
the ICC bar .
•VersaLock™ securing technology maintains
a snug hold throughout the horizontal
operating range.
•Perfect for applications that involve a variety
of truck configurations, including those with
bent or damaged ICC bars.

Vertical Storing dock leveler
COLD STORAGE

•Maintain cold chain integrity during the loading
and unloading process.
•Avoid exposure to the outside atmosphere
while preserving climate control inside the facility.
•Eliminate internal temperature fluctuations.
•Ensure product quality from the arrival of raw
materials to the shipping of finished goods.

CONTAMINANTS and CLEANLINESS

•Overhead doors remain closed and tightly
sealed maintaining environmental control.
•Leave pests and debris outside.
•Easily wash down and sanitize the pit floor to
ensure the highest level of cleanliness.
•Powder coat finish will not rust or corrode,
keeping facility cleaner, longer.

Blue Genius™ TOUCH CONTROLS

The Blue Genius™ Gold Series III controls
dock leveler and vehicle restraint
combinations. Its features include onboard
diagnostics, touch-sensitive function buttons
and keypad, and a STOP button that can halt
the deck, lip, and restraint in mid-travel.
•For added safety, the dock leveler will not
operate unless the vehicle restraint is
secured or under supervisory override.
•Interior and exterior LED lights
communication system.
•Recommended for all dock leveler and
vehicle restraint combination installations.

